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ABSTRACT 
Transition-metal-carbon clusters are intriguing to chemists since the discovery 
of stable gaseous metal-carbon cluster ions, MgCn^ known as metallocarbohedrenes. 
Some transition metals were found incorporated into a carbon cage which yielded 
networked metallofullerenes. Late transition metals have also been known as 
catalysts for synthesis of carbon nanotubes. Transition-metal dicarbides, MC2, are 
often considered as the building blocks of these metal-carbon clusters. While these 
dicarbides were synthesized and studied, their bonding and structural information is 
still not well understood due to the lack of spectroscopic data. Theoretical 
calculations on some metal dicarbides have been carried out to provide the 
information. However, the discussion on the trend of properties across the first-row 
transition-metal dicarbides was scarce. In this study, theoretical quantum 
calculations of the first-row transition-metal dicarbides, ScCi, TiC2, VC2, CrC2, 
MnC2, FeCi, C0C2, NiC】，CuC2 and ZnCj have been performed with density 
functional methods. It was found that cyclic configuration is more favorable to most 
transition-metal dicarbides and Cj ‘ acted as a weak-field Tc-donor to the metal ion 
(m2+). Across the first-row transition-metal dicarbides, the metal-carbon bond, 
dipole moment and formation enthalpy generally decreased across the first-row 
transition-metal dicarbides in either cyclic or asymmetric linear configuration. It was 
suggested that the results related to the size of transition-metal ion. This work 
provides a general picture on the transition-metal dicarbides as a reference for 
further experimental studies. 
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In recent years, increasing attention has been given to the structure and 
properties of transition-metal carbides in various areas of research such as 
astrochemistry, catalysis chemistry, gas-phase chemistry, solid-state chemistry among 
others. Small metal carbides are expected to exist in the interstellar space where small 
carbon fragments are often found/ They are also known to participate in the 
formation of various complex metal carbon clusters in gaseous phase and 
nanocrystals in solid state.^' 口 Application of metal carbides may be found on the 
18 • • 19 20 
development of electronics, magnetic material ， and heterogeneous catalysts. 
,21,22 
Pioneering work on metal carbides was started by Chupka et al. who succeeded 
in the isolation of gaseous rare-earth and transition-metal carbides in 1958.^ ^ 
Investigations on a variety of metal and mixed-metal carbides were then carried out 
24 25 
by Gingerich et al and others. Various new species of metal-carbon cluster have 
been discovered since then. In 1990s, rare-earth metal atoms were found to be 
encapsulated in fiillerene, yielding endohedral metallofullerenes 瓜狄 while some 
transition metals like Nb Fe, Co, Ni, Rh, and Ir ^^  were found to form networked 
metallofiillerenes by substituting into the fullerene cages. In 1992, Castleman et al. 
found that metal atoms Ti, V, Zr, Hf, Cr, Mo and Fe form a class of metal-carbon 
cluster ion with stoichiometry of M8C12+ (known as metallocarbohedrenes) to be 
particularly stable in the gas-phase.^"It is interesting that the stability of met-car 
decreases when the constituent metal atoms change from early transition metals like 
Ti, V and Cr to late transition metal like Fe and Co.^ '^ ^ At almost the same time, late 
transition metals were found to be catalysts in synthesis of carbon nanotube with 
different structure.?;)� 
To explain the growth mechanism, metal-carbon interaction, structure, and 
physical and chemical properties of various metal-carbon clusters, extensive research 
on small metal carbides has been made. It is believed that small metal carbides are 
potential building blocks of complex metal-carbon clusters. The presence of small 
gaseous metal carbides was also proved by numerous high-temperature mass 
31 32 
spectrometric expermients. “ These metal carbides can be prepared by Knudsen 
effiision method^^, heating up a mixed graphite filament^'* or plasma reaction between 
methane gas and laser-ablated metal atoms^^. It was known that for most 
electropositive transition metal-carbon systems, metal dicarbide is the most abundant 
3 1 r -
among the gaseous metal-carbon clusters. Therefore, metal dicarbides have become 
one of the major compounds of great interests. 
To date, only a handful of experimental work on metal dicarbides have been 
reported. The thermodynamic data such as dissociation energy and reaction enthalpy 
of metal dicarbides like ScCz"'，TiCi''' ' ', VC2'', CrC?]', NbCz'' and RhC2'' 
were obtained using mass spectrometry (MS). The spin multiplicity and splitting of 
ScC2, VC2 and C0C2 have been studied using electron spin resonance spectroscopy 
(ESR).40 Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of all first-row transition metal dicarbides 
except Cu and Zn 35，4i，42 provides the structural properties such as electron affinity, 
vertical detachment energy, vibrational frequency of the ground state. On the other 
hand, structural information on metal dicarbides obtained in these experiments so far 
from complete. MS yields only thermodynamic properties. Predictions on other 
physical properties through thermodynamic laws rely on the correct structural 
information of the compounds. In the past, the results were not satisfactory due to the 
wrong assumption of asymmetric linear metal dicarbide (M-C-C) as the most stable 
configuration which contradicts with the results by the modem theoretical methods. 
ESR provides no information on the shape and the ground state of the compounds. 
PES gives many valuable physical data and they have been used as literature values to 
compare with various ab initio calculations. However, this technique does not give 
any information on equilibrium geometry. The low abundance of metal dicarbides 
produced in experiments has posed the major challenge to implement other 
spectroscopic techniques in their studies. 
While the experimental data are insufficient to give a complete picture on the 
structure of metal dicarbide, theoretical calculations have become an alternative 
approach to the problem. Structural parameters such as equilibrium geometries, 
electronic structures, dipole moments, harmonic vibrational frequencies, binding 
energies, etc are readily produced in modem theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, 
calculations on metal dicarbides have once been considered one of the most 
challenging problems. First, most metal dicarbides are not close-shell systems. This 
means that their electrons are not necessarily paired up. To produce reasonably 
accurate energy for these systems, the calculation is required to be unrestricted, i.e. 
spin orbitals are not required to have the same spatial part in pairs. This increases the 
computation cost. Second, transition-metals possess much more electrons than carbon 
atoms. The correlation effect is more prominent and requires more sophisticated 
treatment to obtain accurate results. Third, the electronic states of metal dicarbide are 
closer to each other in terms of energy than those of compounds containing only first 
or second row elements. Accurate determination of energy to distinguish the ground 
state from the others becomes a crucial issue. For instance, it is known that 
calculations involving transition metal atoms are difficult to converge. Careful choice 
on calculation method and basis set is the key for satisfactory results for those 
- 3 -
systems. 
In recent years, theoretical studies of most first-row transition metal dicarbides, 
except MnCi, CuC2 and Z11C2 have been reported."^^"^^ The methods were mainly 
configuration interactions and density functional theory. Among the four possible 
structures shown below, the cyclic geometry has been generally accepted as the global 
minimum. 
M M 
/ c / V M - C - C C - M - C 
c U 
Cs C2V Coov Dooh 
In addition, the predicted carbon-carbon bond length of the metal dicarbide molecules 
slightly increases from 1.250 A which is the bond length of a bare dicarbide molecule, 
while the double bond nature is still maintained. Moreover, the transition metal atom 
donated two electrons to the dicarbide moiety that resulted in the formation of a 
metal(II) ion and a dicarbide dianion. 
In this thesis, we apply the density functional theory to systematically study the 
structural properties of dicarbides formed by the first-row transition metals from Sc to 
Zn. In order to reduce the computation time, we used B3LYP exchange-correlation 
fimctional with basis set LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d instead of CI. As shown in later 
chapters, our results are in good agreement with those from CI. In order to examine 
the effects of high spin multiplicity and size of metal ions, we also study molecules 
ReC2, RuCi and OSC2. In the following, the quantum mechanical basis of ab initio 
calculations will be briefly discussed in Chapter 2; the results of individual molecules 
will be presented in Chapter 3; and the general properties of first-row transition metal 




In this chapter, the application of quantum-mechanical calculations in molecular 
systems is described. In principle, the solution of the Schrodinger equation gives all 
the physical properties of a molecule. Nevertheless, the Schrodinger equation of 
molecules is not solvable even for the simplest systems such as H2. By applying the 
Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic motion was decoupled from the 
nuclear motion to obtain the Schrodinger equation of electrons under the influence of 
static nuclei. This equation forms the heart of quantum chemistry and bonding theory. 
Since we are interested in the electronic properties of transition-metal dicarbide, we 
will only focus on this equation. It will be discussed in section 2.1. 
In section 2.2, the approximate solution of the electronic Schrodinger equation 
will be discussed based on the Hatree-Fock theory, which only accounts for the 
average Columbic interaction among electrons. In section 2.3, various approaches to 
include the electron correlation such as Ntoller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPn), 
configuration interactions (CI) and density functional theory (DFT) will be discussed. 
Depending on the nature of the molecular systems, the applicability of these 
approaches may vary. For instance, MPn and CI have been proven not efficient for 
systems involving transition-metal atoms. In our calculation of transition metal 
dicarbide, the DFT was therefore used. The choice of basis sets in solving the 
electronic Schrodinger equation affects the computation time and the convergence of 
the iteration. In section 2.4, a brief discussion on basis sets will be presented. 
2.1 Schrddinger equation and Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
In 1926, Schrodinger postulated that for a non-relativistic quantum-mechanical 
system under a time-independent field, the total energy of the system can be described 
by the equation: 
= (2.1) 
Eq. 2.1 is known as the time-independent Schrodinger equation.平 denotes a wave 
fiinction (or state function) which contains all the information that can be obtained 
from a system. H is called the Hamiltonian operator which acts on a wave function to 
give a product of the total energy of the system, E and the wave function, T. 
For molecular system with M nuclei and N electrons, the Schrodinger equation 
becomes: 
中^,(厂”厂2，..-，尸",及1，及2，.-.，4)=五,中,(厂1’尸2”..,尸"，及"及2,..”及；^  (2-2) 
where i] and R^ represent the spatial vectors of the i-th electron and the a-th 
nucleus respectively. 
If spin-orbital and relativistic interactions are neglected, the Hamiltonian operator, 
H如，associated with the total energy can be written as:^ ^ 
、=給屯•字-灶+辽$ (2.3) 
a ^^a i 丄爪e a p>a 'afi a i 'ia i i>j � 
where a and p are the indexes over M nuclei, i and j are the indexes over N electrons, 
and m，Z, and r are the mass of an individual particle, the charge of a nucleus and the 
separation between two individual particles. It is noted that Eq. 2.3 is expressed in 
terms of coordinates referenced to a laboratory frame. 
On the right-handed side of equation (2.3)，the first two terms correspond to the sum 
of kinetic energy of all nuclei and electrons while the last three terms correspond to 
the potential energies due to the repulsion among nuclei, the attraction between nuclei 
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and electrons and repulsion among electrons. 
The formula shows that the motions of nuclei and electrons are coupled to each 
other through the wave function 中,(巧’尸2，".，尸呆，及2，...，及w) • This makes the 
Schrodinger equation too complicated to be solved. Applying appropriate coordinate 
transformation and approximation, the Hamiltonian operator can be separated into 
independent parts corresponding to center-of-mass motion, electronic motion and 
nuclear motion. By using the center-of-mass frame, it can be shown that the 
Hamiltonian operator is separated into two independent operators with respect to the 
translation motion of the center of mass (i.e. the whole molecule as a point mass) in 
space and the internal motion of the molecule (i.e. the relative motion of particles in 
the molecule). 
丨�1 = (ftow + ftuu)中欣=E 工 (2.4) 
By separation of variables, the wave function can be written in a product of two 
corresponding wave functions.^^ 
(How + Hi^ t X^CM'/.t )=(五CM + i^nt ) 
^ W c A / = - T ^ ^ L ^ c a . (2.5) 
M t2 N 方2 Mg 
• 乂 - 厂 + 厂 . + 厂 ( 2 . 6 ) 
a=2 ^^a «=1 Z历e ^^CM r.s=2 
Eq. 2.5 manifests the translational motion of the center of mass of the system, 
whereas Eq. 2.6 shows the behavior of the internal motion of the system. 
To further decompose the Hamiltonian operator for the internal motion, the 
origin of the coordinate system is set on the center of mass of the nuclei which 
slightly deviates the center of mass of the system. This transformation is done to 
express the motion of the electron in the static nuclear configuration as electronic 
energy depends only on the relative motion between electrons and nuclei. 
N t2 t2 N M t2 t2 M 
K = - I ^ v f - ^ Z v ^ v , - VeN + Ke + V卵 
(2.7) 
In Eq. 2.7，the first two terms are related to the kinetic energy of electrons whereas the 
third and fourth terms relate to the kinetic energy of nuclei, together known as Tn. 
A molecular-fixed frame is then chosen to describe the rotation of the molecule. 
Hi. = ( " Z T ^ ^ V ? — + + � + ( 去 I； ) + T" 
+ (2.8) 
It should be noted that Tn in Eq. 2.8 assumes a new form after the transformation. Its 
exact form is omitted here as it is out of the scope of this thesis. Since the internal 
motion includes electronic motion, vibrational motion and rotational motion, Hint is 
also known as flUe in some literature. In Eq. 2.8, H^ is the zeroth order electronic 
Hamiltonian which contains the kinetic and potential energy of electrons plus the 
A 
electrostatic repulsion between nuclei. H' is the term arising from coordinate 
transformation, which is very small due to the total nuclear mass in the 
denominator. It affects the electronic energies among isotopic species. This term can 
be treated as perturbation at the end once the electronic wave functions are 
determined, ft" corresponds to the operator describing nuclear motion such as the 
vibration and rotation of the molecule. The decomposition of H^ ^ is out of the 
scope of this thesis and will not be discussed here. 
The electronic Hamiltonian can then be written as: 
= (2.9) 
I / / ? ( f � R a ) denotes the wave function with respect to the electronic motion that is 
dependent on the position vectors of all the electrons r. at certain nuclear 
configuration R^ . By solving Eq. 2.9，one obtains a series of wave function 
with corresponding energies where n represents the 
electronic quantum number. 
According to the theory of quantum mechanics, Y广)(巧，及forms a complete 
orthonormal basis set for Hg, the zeroth order electronic energy operator. The wave 
function with respect to the internal motion’ y/观，及a)，can be expanded in terms 
of such that: 
= (2.10) 
n=0 
Z„(Ra) is introduced as the mixing coefficient of y二。){r. 
The Schrodinger equation for the internal motion can then be rewritten as: 
H rve^rve (^i ,及 J = E J rye i^i，K ) 
( f t e + f r + f t 厂 五 良 ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
n=0 
To solve Eq. 2.11, both sides of Eq. 2.11 are multiplied by the complex conjugate of 
electronic wave function, #； [。） f o l l o w e d by integration over all the space 
and rearrangement of terms, which gives: 
W�)•(巧又)(Ae + A' + A " - 五 〜 ) ( K ) 广 ( n X ) d r , < = 0 
n=0 
+(H")从 - = f^A^Zn (2.12) 
where H讲” represents i / /� :�Ai//( :�dT an  Af^  corresponds to the expression: 
i ； ( • 丄 ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
a=2 ^a ^N a,p=2 
The detailed derivation of Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 is skipped here. Since A^ is non-zero, 
X,^  is dependent on other coefficients, ； A s a result, the electronic motion and 
nuclear motion are intrinsically not separable. Since nuclei are heavier than electrons 
by four orders of magnitude, Akn becomes sufficiently small for most molecular 
systems and thus can be approximated to zero in common practice. This 
approximation is known as Bom-Oppenheimer approximation or the adiabatic 
approximation. 
In other words, Bom-Oppenheimer approximation allows the separation of 
¥rve(fi^^a) into wavc functions with respect to electronic motion and nuclear 
motions. Including the electron spin and nuclear spin, the total wave function and the 
total energy can be expressed as: 
where the subscripts CM, e, v, r and ns in the previous equations represent the wave 
function and its eigenvalue related to translation motion of the center of mass, 
electronic motion including electron spin, vibrational motion, rotational motion and 
nuclear spin respectively. E^ is relatively small compared to the energies of other 
motions and thus usually neglected. Electronic energy of molecular systems can then 
be separately treated with the application of Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. 
2.2 Hatree-Fock theory 
Under Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic energy is separated 
from the total energy of the system as shown in the previous section such that: 
良)=五rA)广(I 良） (2.9) 
However, this equation is still unsolvable. The motion of electrons couples with each 
other because electrons always try to be separated from their counterparts. An 
approach to overcome the difficulty is to approximate the multi-electronic 
- 1 0 -
configuration using single-electronic wave functions, which depend on "one" electron 
only, i.e. 
%工°)(巧，厂2，...，尸"，及J = %(尸"及J'A(尸2，及J…�(尸"，疋） (2.14) 
This is known as Hatree method or orbital approximation. Each single electronic 
wave function is portrayed as the molecular orbital of an electron. 
Due to the fact that electron are fermions with spin equal to 1/2，it is required by 
the Pauli principle that the electronic wave function must be antisymmetric with 
respect to the permutation of any two electrons. Eq. 2.14 ostensibly violates the Pauli 
principle. This leads to the suggestion by Fock and Slater that the wave function 
should be expressed by a determinant to satisfy the symmetry requirement. 
一)ft,无 2，."，无"）=①: (2.15) 
where the coefficient in front of the determinant is a normalization constant and ) 
represents a spin orbital which has both spatial part and spin part as shown below: 
= or (2.16) 
I//.(巧)denotes the spatial function while a{co) and j3(a)) denote the spin function. The 
wave function written in Eq. 2.15 is recognized as the Slater determinant. Substitution 
of the Slater determinant into the Eq. 2.9 to determine the electronic energy, one 
obtains 
The equation above can be expressed using the bracket notation shown on the next 
page. 
- 1 1 -
N t2 M N y '2 '2 
i 加e a i 尸/a i i>j ^ij 
where Vnn is omitted from He since it yields a constant. 
The spin orbitals are chosen to be orthonormal to each other such that: 
W(,)^y(0# =�'V�= l if i = j orOif it j 
a {(D)a{p))dco = P*�o)�p�co)d(o = 1; 
\p\co)a(o))dco = \a {co)P{(o)do) = 0 
Therefore, Eq. 2.17 can be simplified to the following expression. 
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(2.20) 
2 
“ I I*J 厂 12 
尸 12 
The first term corresponds to the sum of kinetic energy of electrons and potential 
energy between each electron and the nuclei. The second term refers to the energy 
contributed by repulsion among electrons and exchange between two electrons. 
To solve Eq. 2.20，the variational principle is usually used. This principle states that 
the lowest expectation value of energy of a trial ground state wave function is 
bounded by the true ground state energy. Symbolically, it refers to the following 
formula: 
(2.21) 
where E^  and NP, correspond to the true ground state energy of the system and the 
normalized trial ground state wave function. 
Consider a wave function which is deviated from the true ground state wave function: 
O = (!) + 孙 
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which implies: 
Zi=Zt+<^Zl； Z2=Z2+^Z2 ；…；z'r, 
By Taylor expansion and only considering the first derivatives: 
五“(D) = � 0 +孙 + 孙 〉 = 五 + 孙 + ... 
=五“①)+〈孙|ft J<D�+〈叫合J孙〉+…=£“(D) +视e 
SEe + 
Substitution of the Slater determinant into Eq. 2.22 yields: 
〜(无1) =〈； f • ？ - ⑷ 〉 加 e a 
+ E (〈不 ft (^2 ) — Zi (无1 )Xj {X 
广 12 
一 {Xi )Zj (^2)|—I Xi (无1 (无2 )〉） 
The expression is known to be written in a mnemonic way that: 
� f t ) = [Hx,) + z 口j - 〜 M (无1) 
where represents the orbital energy and the following substitutions 
right hand side of the equation: 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 




r e'^  
^ij 
h corresponds to the sum of one-electron operators with respect to the average 
kinetic energy and the electron-nuclei attractive potential energy. J. and K. correspond 
to the two-electron operators which originate from the repulsive potential energy 
between electrons. J ： is known as Coulomb operator. It governs the Coulomb 
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repulsive interaction between two electrons. K j is known as exchange operator, 
which refers to the exchange of two electrons between spin orbitals Zi and;^^ • 
This leads to the recognition of a quasi-one-electron operator, named Fock operator as 
shown in Eq. 2.24, for each spin orbital and the Hatree-Fock equation in Eq. 2.25. 
f{x,) = h{x{)^Y^{J j -Kj ) (2.24) 
= (2.25) 
where £：. in Eq. 2.25 represents the orbital energy of an electron in the average field 
of the remaining electrons. 
Further steps are applied in order to obtain each spin orbital through Eq. 2.25. 
For a closed shell system, in which all the electrons are paired up, spin orbitals are 
doubly degenerated. The spin orbitals in each pair possess the same spatial function 
but different spin function. This corresponds to the general idea in chemistry that one 
molecular orbital can accommodate two electrons with opposite spins. This treatment 
is known as restricted Hatree-Fock approximation. In symbols: 
Z- (3c) = K(r)a(ty) and zf ( 无 ) = � (2.26) 
This leads to the transformation of Eq. 2.23, such that: 
�WM = 巧)+i； 火》K � (2.27) � J J ' 
Each spin orbital has then its spatial part written in a linear combination of atomic 
orbitals active in the molecular system and this procedure is called LCAO. 
k 
(2.28) 
is one of the k atomic or basis functions used in constructing the spatial part of 
spin orbitals. The details on basis fimction will be discussed in section 2.4. The 
mixing coefficients, c^ xi, imply the contribution of the basis function in the spatial 
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function. 
Substitution of Eq. 2.28 into the Hatree-Fock equation yields: 
= ( 尸 1)] 
y y 
i X = s i x iK(n)Mn)^： 
V y 
k k 
Z^a/V^H 人 (2.29) y 
F^^ represents the Fock integral. 厂 is the overlap integral between each pair of basis 
functions, (j)^  's are only normalized but not necessarily orthogonal to each other. 
Therefore, the overlap integral between ^^'s can be of any value between 0 and 1 
inclusively. Eq. 2.29 is often written in matrices such that: 
FC = SCs (2.30) 
Eqs. 2.30 are renowned as the Roothaan equations. F is the Fock matrix which 
includes the integrals related to the Fock operator. S is the overlap matrix consisted 
of the overlap integral among the basis functions. C is the coefficient matrix made 
up of the coefficients of the basis fiinctions corresponding to the molecular orbitals. 
£ is the diagonal matrix which contains the eigenvalues of the corresponding 
molecular orbitals. 
Expansion of Fock integral results in: 
F , . = f A a 晰 ) + i ( 2 � (2.31) 
>*j 
H“v is one-electron integral whereas is two-electron integral. 
As shown on the next page, G^^ is dependent on the coefficients of the basis 
functions such that: 
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fu 
1 r e^ _ 
= t i { 2 X 4 s [ (n (r,)—t (n yh (^2)兩 dr, 
a X i^j ^ij 
- 去 K ( 尸 ⑷ 二 讽 ⑷ 兩 和 } 
= i i x [ � + � " 4 � + � ] 
(2.32) 
(/i/l|(jv) a n d � / /命 c r � a b b r e v i a t e Coulomb integral and exchange integral between 
basis functions respectively. is the density matrix, which is related to the 
coefficient of the basis functions in the molecular orbitals. Therefore, Roothaan 
equations are not linear and cannot be easily solved. 
The self-consistent-field (SCF) procedure is adopted to solve the equations. This 
procedure employs a concept that each electron is influenced by an average electric 
field created by other electrons. Electrons avoid approaching each other to minimize 
the total repulsive electric potential energy. As discussed in the following sections, 
this "average-field" approach neglects the correlation between motions of different 
electrons. Practically, the SCF is done as follows. First, the identity and the geometry 
of the nuclei in the molecular system as well as a basis set {^^} are defined to fix all 
the R^ 's and to allow the calculation of , H^^, (//A | cjv) and (/U | vo). An initial 
guess is given for the density matrix，/*知.G^^andF^^can then be calculated. Based 
on the Roothaan equations, the coefficient matrix, C , can be solved. A new density 
matrix is then obtained fromC. If the new density matrix is not close enough to the 
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initial density matrix, the new density matrix is used to build up new and to obtain 
another density matrix. This step is repeated until the density matrices converge to 
each other. Once the procedure completes, both the molecular orbitals and their 
eigenvalues can be obtained. By Eq. 2.20，the electronic energy of the system is, 
therefore, determined. 
However, the above procedure usually gives poor results for molecules with 
unpaired electrons, which are come across in this thesis. This calls for the application 
of unrestricted Hatree-Fock approximation. For an open shell system, in which at least 
one electron is not paired up, all the spin orbitals are allowed to have different spatial 
parts. This means: 
X-{x) = ii/°'{r)a{(D) = where (2.33) 
According to Eq. 2.24, the Fock operator transforms as: 
"A 
fir,) = + X(-^y -尺》=响)+ £ (人 -尤 J + (人 - (2.34) 
i*j 
Combination of Eq. 2.34 with Eq. 2.33 forms: 
(r^) = [Kr,) + £{J： - C ) + 2 J'a (n) (2.35) 
(2.36) 〜 尸1) 二 _ + K ^ f -
a a 
Each spin orbital is allowed to have different linear combination of basis functions for 
its spatial part, which means: 
k k 
= T c t 肌 ( 2 . 3 7 ) 
Substitution of Eqs. 2.37 into Eq. 2.35 and 2.36 respectively eventually yields the 
followings: 
=SC"s" and F玲=SC�• (2.38) 
The equations above are known as Pople-Nesbet equations. These equations can be 
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solved by applying the self-consistent-field procedure on each set of the equations. 
This allows the determination of the spin orbitals and their eigenvalues. By Eq. 2.20, 
the electronic energy of the system is obtained. 
Up to this point, the determination of spin orbitals and the electronic energy of a 
molecular system require only the specification of a molecular system and physical 
constants. Calculations based on this theory are known as ab-initio methods. 
To sum up this section, the Hatree Fock theory is the cornerstone of ab initio 
calculations. It makes an approximation that a multi-electron wave function can be 
expressed in terms of one-electron wave functions in the form of a Slater determinant. 
Self-consistent-field procedure is applied to solve out one-electron wave functions 
based on the "average-field" approach. This technique applies to both closed-shell and 
open-shell molecules. 
2.3 Post Hatree-Fock methods 
By the introduction of Slater determinant as the electronic wave function, 
Hatree-Fock theory includes the average exchange correlation energy between 
electrons with the same spin. However, it neglects the instantaneous electron 
correlation between electrons with different spins by assuming that each electron is 
positioned in an average electric field created by the other electrons. In molecular 
system, the correlation needs to be corrected in order to obtain accurate enough bond 
energies. 
Two widely applied ab-initio methods to deal with correlation, Configuration 
Interaction method (CI) and Nteller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPn) will be briefly 
discussed first. For both methods, the correlation energy is defined as the difference 
between the exact non-relativistic electronic energy and the Hatree-Fock energy. 
- 1 8 -
E c o r r = E „ o ^ � E ^ < Q (2.39) 
At last, density functional theory which handles the correlations without reference to 
the Hatree-Fock energy is discussed. It was chosen to be the method used in our 
calculations. 
2.3.1 Configuration interaction 
Configuration Interaction is based on mixing of electronic states to account for 
the instantaneous electron correlation since different electronic state function exhibit 
different average electron correlation. This is implemented by introducing a linear 
combination of Slater determinants as the true electronic wave functions while the 
Hamiltonian operator remains the same as that in the Hatree-Fock theory. 
二 +!>二①二 +•.. (2.40) 
i a,r b>a, 乂 
s>r 
The Slater determinants, which are also called configuration functions, include a 
Hatree-Fock ground state wave function, Oq , and the other wave functions concerned 
with excitation of one or more electrons. The latter wave functions are constructed by 
replacing one or more occupied orbitals of the ground state wave function with the 
same number of virtual orbitals. For example, the configuration functions of singly 
excited state, (D:，come from the promotion of one electron from occupied orbital a to 
virtual orbital r in the ground state wave function. For doubly excited state, two 
electrons are promoted from occupied orbitals a and b to virtual orbitals r and s to 
create the configuration functions, O^^. This process can be continuously done to 
obtain all possible excited state configuration functions. The ground state wave 
fimction,��，and the spin orbitals are usually obtained by Hatree-Fock method. The 
configuration functions can then be generated. By variational principle, the 
coefficients of configuration function, c,，can be determined for each true electronic 
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wave function. The true electronic wave functions and their energy eigenvalues can 
then be obtained. 
When all the possible configuration functions are used to construct the true 
electronic wave functions, the method is denoted as full CI. Since the number of 
configuration functions increases dramatically with the number of electron in a 
system, fiill CI is only feasible for small molecules. For medium-sized molecules, 
truncated CPs, like CISD which includes single and double excitations only and 
CISDTQ which includes excitations up to quadruple excitations are usually used. 
To pursue higher accuracy, complete active space SCF method (CASSCF) and 
multireference CI method (MRCI) are often applied. They both employ 
multiconfiguration SCF (MCSCF) method which allows both the coefficients of 
configuration function and the coefficients of spin orbital to be varied in the 
calculations and thus the energy obtained will be lower. CASSCF restricts the number 
of orbitals which are active for excitation while MRCI utilizes the configuration 
functions obtained in CASSCF, which are called reference functions, to produce 
further configuration functions for CI configuration. MRCI is especially useful for 
strongly correlated system. 
The advantage of CI methods is that they can cover a large part of correlation 
energy. For example, above 90% of correlation energy can be retrieved for a 
50-electron molecule by CISDTQ theoretically.位 CI is also variational which means 
the energy predicted can never be lower than the true energy. On the other hand, CI 
methods are notorious that they are expensive methods requiring long computation 
time and, sometimes, even impractical to implement. The main reason is that the 
number of configuration function grows dramatically with the number of basis 
function and the number of electron. Since CI is prone to incompleteness of basis set, 
a basis set larger than double zeta basis set is essential to obtain substantial portion of 
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correlation energy. A routine CI calculation for a small molecule, therefore, usually 
involves more than ten thousands configurations. Besides, CI methods suffer from 
slow convergence. This further increases the cost of computation. Last but not the 
least, truncated CI's are not size-consistent which means that the error in energy 
increases in proportion to the size of molecule. Only full CI is size-consistent but 
often quixotic except for very small molecule. 
2.3.2 Meller-PIesset perturbation theory 
M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory modifies the electronic Schrodinger equation 
with a mathematical technique called many-body perturbation theory. The 
Hamiltonian operator is divided into two parts: 
H = (2.41) 
where H, Ho, X and V represent the perturbed Hamiltonian operator, the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian operator, the perturbation parameter and the perturbation potential 
operator respectively. 
The true wave function and the true energy are expanded in Taylor series such that: 
^ / = 一 。 ) + 义 一 ” + ； 1 2 一 2 ) + _ ( 2 . 4 2 ) 
五=五,(�)+;i五,⑴+；12五,(2)+… （2.43) 
Substitution of the above equations into the electronic Schrodinger equation gives: 
(H�+/lF)ft^,(�) +/1一') +•")=(五 ,(�)+ 从 尸 ) + . . . ) « ) + 义 一 ” +...) (2-44) 
By comparing the coefficients of the terms of \ on both sides of Eq. 2.44, the 
following relations can be obtained for the terms of A, up to the power of 2: 
( H � — 五 广 ) 地 ( 2 . 4 5 ) 
( H o 他 ⑴ = ( £ , ( ” ( 2 . 4 6 ) 
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(Ho -五广)地(2)=(五,(” - n 仏⑴ + j ^ r v r (2.47) 
From now on, we focus on MP2, i.e., only perturbations up to the second order are 
concerned. For higher order perturbations, it is easy to obtain through similar 
procedure. 
The zeroth order wave fimction is subject to normalization and made orthogonal 
to higher order wave functions such that: 
⑷ 斗 1 
〈作(丨)〉= 0;〈作(2)卜0 
By multiplication on both sides of Eqs. 2.45 to 2.47 withy/�)* followed by integration: 
�…|H>,(�)�二五,(。） (2.48) 
� W | H � | W ” � = ^ , l � ^ ^ , ( ° t k r ) � (2.49) 
�V/r|H�|^^/2)�= £ / 2 ) _ � M t | W ) � (2.50) 
Since the zeroth order wave function is an eigenftinction of the zeroth order 
Hamiltonian operator as shown in Eq. 2.48, 
�V^(°) | h � | W ” ) � =五•广) | v ^ ( ” ) � = 0 for n邦 
Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) thus become: 
(2.51) 
� V 广)|叫一1)�=五尸 (2.52) 
The first order perturbation energy is readily determined once the perturbation 
operator and the zeroth order wave function are known. To figure out the second order 
perturbation energy, the first order wave function is required. The first order wave 
function can be written in terms of the zeroth order wave function. Let the first order 
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wave function be expanded in terms of the eigenfiinctions of the zeroth order 
Hamiltonian, H � . 
一 = Y ^ c y P where H�v/ f ) = E f V P (2.53) 
s 
Substitution of Eq. 2.52 into Eq. 2.46 followed by multiplication on both sides with 
substituted functions ^^ 广）and integration yields: 
5 X � W � ) | h � - £ , ( � ) | W � ) � = - � k | � | V ^ ( � ) � 
s 
�V (^o) 乂 0 ) � i s nonzero only when s is equal to t. It results in: 
⑷厂 k ( o ) � • 
Therefore, the first order wave function is: 
� • � 4 K ) � (。） 
By insertion of Eq. 2.54 into Eq. 2.52, 
卞 k ' ( � ) � 
(2.54) 
五 p ) = : e • 尊 。 ) 〉 
(2.55) 
五,(0)-五,(。） 
Up to this point, perturbation energy up to second order is treated completely. 
In the case of correcting the correlation energy in electronic motion, Ho and V 
are substituted as: 
Ho=£y;= i[化 -火 y )] = f ^ h + V,] (2.56) 
1=1 /=1 i*J /=! 
(2.57) 
i>j 厂 12 i=I 
where Hq and V] denote the sum of Fock operators and the average electric 
potential experience by each electron defined in Hatree-Fock theory. The perturbation 
parameter X is taken to be 1. The perturbation operator, V^，is the difference between 
the true interelectronic potential and the average electric potential in Hatree-Fock 
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theory. 
The eigenfunctions of Ho, � according to Eq. 2.48, must be a linear 
combination of spin orbitals which are each eigenfunction of Fock operator. Therefore, 
it is obvious that 五广)is the sum of orbital energies. 
Addition of Eqs. 2.48 and 2.51 yields: 
五广 + � =？ 、 | H O + j > , ( � ) � = � w ? � | H | W � ) � (2.58) 
Therefore, the sum of the zeroth order energy and the first order perturbation energy is 
the Hatree Fock energy. The correction of correlation energy starts when the second 
order perturbation energy gets involved. As shown in Eq. 2.55, the determination of 
the second order perturbation energy requires a suitable choice of arbitrary substituted 
function. The substituted functions are chosen to be doubly excited functions with 
reference to the promotion of two electrons from occupied orbitals to virtual orbitals 
from the zeroth order wave function, such that { y ? � V ” , ( � ) � d o e s not vanish.^^ The 
second order perturbation energy is always negative since E^  is always greater than 
Therefore, it lowers the energy obtained after correction. For higher order 
corrections, there are MP3 and MP4 and so on which includes correction energies up 
to third, fourth and higher order respectively. 
The first advantage of MPn theory is that it is more cost-efficient than CI 
methods because MP calculations are faster than CI calculations. Second, MPn theory 
is size consistent at any order unlike truncated CI methods. Despite these advantages, 
MPn theory is under some limitations. MPn theory is not variational and 
over-correction leading to energy lower than the true ground state energy is not 
uncommon. Like CI methods, MPn methods require a larger basis set to obtain 
accurate results. Besides, MPn methods do not work well at geometries far away from 
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equilibrium. The correlation energy cannot be retrieved as much as that in equilibrium 
geometry. More specific to the problem encountered in this thesis, MPn theory is 
known to be erratic in calculations on transition-metal-carbon clusters. For example, 
MP methods produce bond distances involving metal center with deviations 
exceeding 土0.1 人 for coordinatively saturated closed-shell system. For coordinatively 
unsaturated open-shell systems, the results are even worse. ^ 
2.3.3 Density functional theory 
In addition to CI and MP theories, density functional theory (DFT) is another 
widely used correlation method in quantum chemistry. It has been used in our study of 
transition-metal complexes. This theory states that all physical properties of a 
molecular system including the ground state electronic energy can be determined 
from its ground state electron density. Consequently, DFT calculates the molecular 
electron probability density p and then the corresponding energy followed by wave 
functions instead of calculating the molecular wave functions followed by the 
corresponding energy. This approach is based on the idea by Hohenberg and Kohn. ^ 
The molecular potential, V ,^ (r)，is a unique functional (a special terminology used in 
DFT) of electron density, p{f) and the Hamiltonian operator, H，is fixed by K如(r)， 
the ground state electronic energy is also a unique functional o fp{ r ) . Therefore, the 
kinetic energy of electrons, the potential energies between electron-electron 
interactions and between electron-nuclei interactions of the system are all functionals 
of ground state electron density, i.e. 
Eo (Po ) = + E 枕 ( p � ) + EnAPo) ( 2 . 5 9 ) 
On the right hand side, the first two functionals which are independent of nuclear 
configuration are grouped and defined as the Hohenberg-Kohn functional, F欣 .The 
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last functional depends on the configuration of nuclei in the system and its form is 
well recognized. The equation is usually rewritten as: 
Eo(Po) = Fhk^PO) + (2.60) 
As mentioned in previous section, the true potential energy among electrons is 
composed of the classical Coulomb interaction and the non-classical correlation. 
Therefore, the Hohenberg-Kohn functional includes the following terms: 
FHK (PO ) = + J(PO ) + ^ ncl (Po) (2.61) 
The functional for classical Coulomb interaction can be easily derived from the 
electronic Schrodinger equation and is known as: 
J{P) = i \ \ — p { r , ) p { f , ) d r , d r , (2.62) 
2 J "丨 2 
However, the explicit forms of the remaining fiinctionals are not known. To further 
simplify the equation, the Kohn-Sham approach is applied. This approach is based on 
a non-interacting reference system to determine part of the true kinetic energy of 
electrons in a real system. In the Hatree-Fock approach, the Fock operator includes 
only kinetic energy and potential energy of electrons under an average electric field. 
No instantaneous interaction between electrons is considered. The Slater determinant 
thus actually represents a system of "non-interacting" electrons under an effective 
electric field. In the Kohn-Sham approach, the Slater determinant is chosen to be the 
reference system but not the ground state wave ftmction of the system. The spin 
orbitals used are named as Kohn-Sham orbitals defined by the Kohn-Sham operator 
that includes the kinetic energy part and the external effective field part. The orbitals 
are also required to be orthonormal to each other. In symbols, the reference Slater 





(Pii^J … ( p „ i x „ ) 
(2.63) 




The external potential,厂巧），is chosen such that the ground state electron density 
obtained from the Slater determinant is exactly the same as the true one. Thus, the 




where s represents the electron spin. 
With this reference system, a part of true kinetic energy of electrons, i.e. the kinetic 
energy of "non-interacting" electrons, can be expressed in an explicit functional of 
Kohn-Sham orbitals: 
(2.67) 
The Hohenberg-Kohn functional becomes: 
F � P q ) = T s ( P �）+ J{Po ) + ^xciPo) (2.68) 
where T^ represents the kinetic energy of "non-interacting" electrons and E 此 is 
the so-called exchange-correlation energy which is actually consisted of exchange 
correlation energy and dynamical correlation energy, i.e., E"�/ ； and the part of true 
kinetic energy not covered by T^ . 
The ground state energy of the system then becomes: 
E � ( p � ) = - : ^ i � 仍〉+全 i i n A 仍⑷ |2 � , 2 ) 2 兩办2 (2.69) 2m 
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i a f\a 
By applying the variational principle on Eq. 2.69, it is found that the external potential, 
厂时(巧）， inc ludes terms of the electron density. 
2m. 
e’2 „ … ^ Z e 
•2 H\<p](r,)--(pj(r,)dr, M =〜灼 (2.70) 
r�2 a 
Comparing the above equation with Eq. 2.65, the terms inside the square bracket 
define the external potential. The Kohn-Sham orbitals to be solved next are expanded 
in terms of the basis set functions. 
L 
(2.71) 
Substitution of Eq. 2.71 into Eq. 2.64 gives a matrix equation: 
严 C = SCs (2.72) 
where 尸 ^ is the Kohn-Sham matrix, C is the coefficient matrix, S is the 
overlap matrix and £： is a diagonal matrix that contains all the eigenvalues of the 
Kohn-Sham orbitals. 
The Kohn-Sham matrix is composed of one-electron integrals, H , Coulomb 
integrals, J^^，and exchange-correlation integrals, Vj^ '^ 
— ^ z 
^ ^ e a 
e" 
A S � 2 




The one-electron integrals, H^^,, are the same as those in the Hatree-Fock approach, 
while the Coulomb integrals are similar and the exchange-correlation integrals are 
different. Since the Coulomb terms include density matrix, (which is the same as 
the one defined in Eq. 2.32), Eqs. 2.72 are not linear. The iterative self consistent field 
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procedure is applied to solve for the Kohn-Sham orbitals which give the ground-state 
electron density through Eq. 2.66. Finally, the ground-state energy is determined 
through Eq. 2.69. 
Up to this point, provided that E^ c^ is known exactly, the Kohn-Sham approach 
does not involve any approximation and the molecular system can be solved exactly 
under the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. However, in reality, E^^ does not have 
an explicit form. Different DFT methods aim to make better approximations on the 
exchange-correlation functional. 
From Eq. 2.68, the exchange-correlation functional includes the uncovered part of 
true kinetic energy which does not have an explicit form. Nevertheless, it can be 
related to the exchange and correlation energy through the adiabatic connection. This 
is done by the introduction of a coupling strength parameter, X，ranging from 0 to 1, 





where V丄 is chosen so that for any value of A, the electron density is always the 
same as that of the real system. 
When A equals to zero, = and H 义 = 丁 + 厂，which corresponds to the 
reference system of "non-interacting" electrons. When X equals to one, 
_ N N 
厂i广 + X 2 ] — = Veff 皿d H^ = T + which corresponds to the real system. It 
/ J>i ^ij 
can be shown that the exchange-correlation functional has the following form: 64 
E^c = J{� (尸丨 )� (尸"尸2)新济2 Where = (2.77) 
广 12 
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略(巧,尸2) is called the exchange-correlation hole. In simple words, the hole 
decreases the electron density of other electrons from one neighbouring electron with 
respect to the Pauli's exclusion principle and the dynamic Coulomb interaction. 
Eventually, the exchange-correlation functional is simplified, as if it includes 
only the exchange part and the correlation part, while the uncovered part of true 
kinetic energy is treated through the integration of the exchange-correlation hole 
function. 
In practice, there are three main types of exchange-correlation functional, namely 
local density approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and 
hybrid functional. 
LDA is based on a uniform electron gas model which it assumes that the 
exchange-correlation energy is dependent on the electron density only. In symbols, 
^ X C L P ] = \ P ( N S A P I N ] D R ( 2 . 7 8 ) 
One of the common used LDA is SVWN. While this approximation can predict 
satisfactory results on molecular properties like equilibrium structures and harmonic 
frequencies, the binding of chemical bonds is often overestimated. This is due to the 
approximation of homogeneous electron density throughout the molecule, which leads 
to excess stabilization exchange energy for electrons far away from a probe electron. 
GGA is made to amend the drawback of LDA. GGA introduces the gradient of 
electron density into the exchange-correlation energy such that: 
( 2 . 7 9 ) 
The electron density in this model is slowly varying and becomes inhomogeneous 
which looks more close to the real system. However, the inclusion of the gradient 
sometimes makes exchange-correlation hole to be non-negative that sounds not 
sensible and yields much worse results. Therefore, GGA also includes a 
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generalization to restrict that all exchange-correlation hole must be negative, or made 
vanish if a positive value is obtained. Some popular GGA's are BLYP and BPW91. 
GGA，s often give moderate accuracy, as shown by absolute average errors of some 
5kcal mol-i in atomization energies with respect to the G2 data base. ^ 
To achieve higher accuracy, the fact that the exchange contribution is usually 
more significant than the correlation effects in exchange-correlation energy should be 
noted. As discussed previously, Hatree-Fock approach provides exact exchange 
energy for "non-interacting" electrons. Hybrid functionals mix the exchange 
functional derived from the Hatree-Fock approach with that from LDA and GGA in a 
particular ratio. One famous example is B3LYP. ^^  This theory includes 
Lee-Yang-Parr ^^  correlation functional accompanied by a hybrid exchange functional 
proposed by Becke The exchange functional is a linear combination of local 
density approximation, Becke's gradient correction and the Hatree-Fock exchange 
energy on Kohn-Sham orbitals. In symbols. 
E g " 二 (1 - a)Ef) bEf' + cE'f + (1 - c)E� (2.80) 
where a, b and c are empirical parameters obtained by optimization of atomization 
and ionization energies and proton affinities of chemical species in the G2 data base 
and some total energies. 
B3LYP gives an average absolute error slightly above 2 kcal mol"^ for the G2 
data base which is accurate enough for most chemical application. B3LYP has also 
been widely used in theoretical studies of many medium-sized heteroatom-doped 
carbon clusters for which CI methods require high computation cost and MPn 
methods fail. It is found that results from B3LYP have good agreement with 
experimental results. ^^  
One of the advantages of DFT methods is that the two-electron integrals can be 
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simplified to reduce the number of integral for calculation. This lowers the 
computation cost significantly when compared to the Hatree-Fock approach. Referred 
to the section on the Hatree-Fock approach, both the Coulomb integrals and the 
exchange integrals are inside the summation signs in Eq. 2.30. They possess a 
four-center two-electron nature, which results in high computation cost. However, in 
the Kohn-Sham approach, the exchange-correlation integrals are one-electron in 
nature as shown in Eq. 2.76. In addition, the Coulomb integrals and 
exchange-correlation integrals are uncoupled from each other. The Coulomb integrals 
can be further simplified such that only three terms are required to calculate the 
integral as shown below. 
Jfiv - — (2-81) 
广 12 
The density, pif))，can be approximated with a linear combination of atom-centered 
auxiliary basis set functions, {cJ/^  }. 
K _ 
= Z ( 尸 2 ) where ) d r ^ = N (2.82) 
«R=I 
The way to determine mixing coe f f i c i en t s， , ^ is omitted here. The resulting 
Coulomb integrals thus become: 
•V = Z J K ) — (^2 i f , )dr, dr, (2.83) 
This reduces the computation cost by calculating less Coulomb integrals, down from 
l4 to L^K, where K is usually only two to three times of L. 
Next, DFT methods include dynamic correlation which the Hatree-Fock 
approach omits. Nevertheless, DFT methods take roughly the same time as the 
Hatree-Fock approach to solve a molecular system.位 Therefore, in most cases, DFT 
methods are the most cost-efficient way in dealing with correlation when compared to 
MPn theory and CI methods, both of which requires much more computation time 
than the Hatree-Fock approach. 
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Last but not the least, due to the previous two advantages DFT methods can 
handle more complicated system like DNA molecules and solid-state system with a 
tolerable computation cost but yet can produce qualitative results. 
However, since there is no systematic way to improve the approximation on 
exchange-correlation functionals, DFT methods may produce ground-state energy 
lower than the true one, and therefore, they are not variational. This also leads to the 
problem that purely increasing the completeness of basis set cannot guarantee 
improvement over the results. 
Besides, most exchange-correlation functionals are not universally applicable to 
all problems because they involve empirical optimization according to specific 
experimental data set and specific physical quantities. 
At last, DFT methods cannot produce results that are comparable to CCSD(T) 
and QCISD(T) in terms of accuracy. 
In summary, to tackle the dynamic correlation among electrons neglected in the 
Hatree-Fock theory, CI, MPn and DFT methods can be used. For studies on 
transition-metal-carbon complexes, CI method is not efficient while MPn method is 
not accurate. On the other hand, DFT methods are commonly used to deal with those 
complexes and yield results in good agreement with experiments without considerable 
computation cost. In this thesis, B3LYP, a hybrid exchange-correlation functional, 
was chosen to implement DFT. 
2.4 Basis sets 
Throughout the methods of calculation discussed before, the construction of spin 
orbitals from basis set is mentioned. A deeper investigation, such as the description of 
various types of basis set and the corresponding effect, will be discussed in this 
section. Since electrons have a finite probability throughout the space, the spin orbital 
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should cover the space as much as possible for accurate description of their motion. 
On the other hand, the spin orbital should be chosen as small as possible to alleviate 
the computation burden or improve efficiency. Therefore, a suitable choice of basis set 
is at utmost importance to obtain accurate enough results with limited resource. 
By intuition, the basis set functions for molecular calculation should resemble to the 
atomic orbitals of the constituent atoms. In the past. Slater functions which are similar 
to the atomic orbitals of one-electron atomic species, such as H, He+，Li^ "^ , etc. were 
used. They have the following generalized form: 
丨 ’ ” 产 、 e - � • 
where n, m and 1 are the quantum numbers; N — and are the 
normalization factor and spherical harmonic respectively. 
� i s known as the orbital exponent, which reflects the extent of decrease with 
respect to distance from the center. The greater t h e �， t h e less diffuse is the orbital. 
Orbital constructed with Slater functions is known as Slater-type orbital (STO). In 
addition to the exponential decay in the probability of finding an electron away from 
the center, the orbital has a cusp at the center. Its behavior resembles to that of atomic 
orbital. Despite this fact, the resulting two-electron integrals are time-consuming to 
solve which increases the computation cost significantly. 
Another type of function, Gaussian function, which has the following form, is 
more widely used in constructing basis set. 
where a, b and c are positive integers and their sum is equal to the quantum number 1 
of the orbital. 
The resulting two-electron integrals become mush easier to solve. Nevertheless, 
Gaussian function is less like atomic orbital. Atomic orbital is expanded as a linear 
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combination of several Gaussian functions. 
The orbital exponents and the expansion coefficients are to be optimized to 
obtain a more accurate description of the atomic orbital. However, it is too tedious to 
do the optimization for every Gaussian function in practical molecular calculation. 
Contracted Gaussian function,卢严，which is a linear combination of Gaussian 
functions with fixed orbital exponents and expansion coefficients obtained according 
to atomic calculations, is used as basis function. 
The component Gaussian functions in a contracted function, (fP:，are known as 
primitives. For example, basis set ST0-3G approximates each Slater-type orbital with 
a contracted function of three primitives. 
In simple calculation, one basis function to construct atomic orbital is sufficient 
to obtain qualitative result. Such a basis set is known as a minimal basis set. ST0-3G 
is one of the examples. In molecular system, atomic orbitals on individual are 
perturbed and deformed to create molecular orbitals. Therefore, the constituent atomic 
orbitals no longer keep the same shape and size as they are for isolated atoms. There 
are mainly three ways to augment the basis sets to alleviate the problem. 
First, the number of basis function is increased to describe each atomic orbital. The 
additional basis functions are different 
in size. If two basis functions are used for each 
atomic orbital, the basis set is called double zeta basis set. For example, D95, which is 
used in this thesis, is one of them. Similarly, triple zeta basis set uses three basis 
functions, and so on. Among all atomic orbitals, the most important contribution 
comes from valence orbitals which are active in forming bonds, while the core 
orbitals do not change much from atom to molecule. Therefore, in some basis sets, the 
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core orbitals are described with fewer basis functions than the valance orbitals in 
order to cut down the computation cost. Such basis sets are known as split valence 
basis sets. The examples are 3-2IG and 6-3IG In these basis sets, the numbers in 
front of and behind the hyphen represent the numbers of primitives in the core orbitals 
and primitives in the two valence basis function. 
Orbitals with higher angular momentum than an atom needed for describing its 
ground state can be added into a basis set. For example, p and d functions are added to 
hydrogen atom; d and f functions are added to the first-row elements (which refer to 
the second-row elements in the periodic table) such as carbon atom and oxygen atom. 
The introduction of these functions allows the orbitals to change their shape due to the 
molecule formation. The basis set includes these functions are known as polarized 
basis set. The presence of these functions in a basis set can be noted by the asterisks 
alone or the letters inside a bracket written after the abbreviated name. For example, 
6-3IG* or 6-31G(d) adds d orbitals to heavy atoms (except hydrogen atom); 6-3IG** 
or 6-31G(d, p) add both d orbitals to heavy atoms and p orbitals to hydrogen atoms. 
At last, a basis set can be augmented by diffuse functions which are s and p orbitals 
that cover a larger region of space than those of the valence functions. It is 
particularly important to include difiUse functions for systems that possess electrons 
far away from the nuclei, such as anions, molecules with lone pairs, molecules in 
excited state, etc. If a basis set includes diffuse functions, a plus sign is added behind 
the last digit of its name. For example, 6-31+0** adds diffuse functions to heavy 
atoms and 6-31-H-G** adds difiuse functions to both heavy atoms and hydrogen 
atom. 
Most basis sets are optimized for specific elements. The applicable atoms of the 
basis sets can be found in some references 69, 70 por post-third row atoms, the 
electrons are too many to treat accurately with the basis sets mentioned before. Basis 
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sets with effective core potentials (ECPs) are often used instead. Effective core 
potential replaces the chemically inert core electrons of molecule and thus allows 
shorter computation time. It also includes relativistic effect which is important for 
post-third-row atoms. 
In this thesis, heavy atoms up to the fifth row，such as Re and Os, were treated. 
Therefore, ECP basis set, LANL2DZ, was chosen. LANL2DZ utilizes the double zeta 
basis set of D95, for all atoms in addition to Los Alamos effective core potential 
(ECP) 72-74 which is applied for heavy atoms below the first-row elements. It is also 
expected that in metal dicarbide, the carbon atoms is vulnerable to polarization by the 
metal atom. To examine this effect，the basis set was modified that higher angular 
functions, d functions, were introduced to each carbon atom. The resulting basis set 




In this chapter, the computational results of metal dicarbide MC2 will be 
summarized. Calculations has been performed for all 3d-transition metals from Sc to 
Zn. High spin complexes involving ruthenium, osmium and rhenium were also 
studied. 
3.1 Computational details 
Gaussian 03 ^^  was used as the program package for the whole research. The 
computation method chosen was density functional theory with B3LYP 
exchange-correlation functional. ^^  Two basis sets LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d were 
selected. There are four possible symmetries for metal dicarbides, namely Cs, C2v, 
Coov and Dooh, as shown in the below figure. 
M M 
/ C c - C M-C-C C-M-C c 
Cs C2V Coov Dooh 
The symmetric linear shape (Dooh) is not a favorable configuration as it involves 
the breaking of carbon-carbon bond, which is stronger than most metal-carbon bonds. 
The asymmetric Cs, is not likely a ground state configuration based on symmetry 
considerations, as indicated from the previous studies. Therefore, only the cyclic 
shape (C2v) and asymmetric linear shape (Coov) of metal dicarbides were treated with 
theoretical calculation. 
The geometry of metal dicarbide was defined with Z-matrix. For cyclic structure. 
38 
metal-carbon bond length and the C-M-C bond angle were used to describe the 
molecular geometry, while for linear shape, metal-carbon bond length and 
carbon-carbon bond length were used. The initial geometrical parameters of metal 
dicarbides like ScC2, TiC2, VC2, CrC2 and FeC2 were referred to the literature values 
available. For metal dicarbides that lack references, the geometrical parameters were 
allowed to be altered in optimization process. All the possible multiplicities of metal 
dicarbides for both symmetries were tested in the calculation. To distinguish whether 
the electronic energy corresponded to a minimum, the vibrational frequency of the 
molecule was calculated right after the optimization. Ground state electronic energy 
was indicated by the absence of imaginary frequencies. The ground state electronic 
energies of different multiplicities were compared to obtain the global minimum for 
each specific molecular configuration. In addition to the electronic energies, we also 
computed the corresponding bond lengths, bond angles, Mulliken charges, dipole 
moments, and harmonic vibrational frequencies. The results were compared to 
existing literature values. In the following, the results for each compound will be 
discussed. 
3.2 Results of individual molecules 
3.2.1 ScC2 
The structural parameters of ScC� are summarized in Tables la to Ic. In these 
tables, we also included the literature values for comparison. In the case of cyclic 
structure, the ground state given by LANL2DZ was with an electronic 
configuration of (7ai)\4b2)\8ai)\3bi)^(9ai)^(10ai)\ On the other hand, the ground 
state predicted by LANL2DZ-d was 2八2，which is lower in energy by 0.8 eV. Since 
this difference is on the order of the uncertainty of our calculation, it is not conclusive 
which symmetry is the ground state based on our calculation. Nevertheless, the 
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state has been predicted as the ground state by CASSCF calculations. <6 We 
therefore are convinced that the obtained in LANL2DZ represents the ground 
state. As shown in Tables lb, the calculated bond lengths are in good agreement with 
those from CASSCF using either ANO-S or RECP basis sets, with less than 1% 
difference. The calculated dipole moment was 7.14D using LANL2DZ and 8.85 using 
LANL2DZ-d. These values are greater than the literature values obtained using 
6-311+G(d) and LANL-6+(d) basis sets. 
The calculated structural parameters of linear ScC2 are listed in Tables lb. Using 
LANL2DZ, a S ground state corresponding to an electronic configuration of 
(8cj)2(9cj)2 (37t)4(10a)2(ll(j)i was obtained. This result is consistent with most 
literatures. ^^  On the other hand, LANL2DZ-d did not produce any equilibrium 
ground state for linear shape. Similar to the case of cyclic structure, the calculated 
bond lengths are in excellent agreement with the literature values whereas a greater 
dipole moment is obtained from our calculations. 
Comparing the results from the two basis sets in our calculations, it appears that 
LANL2DZ is more suited for ScCi than LANL2DZ-d. As we discuss below, this trend 
is reversed for late transition metals. The results of ScCi demonstrate the applicability 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The structural parameters of cyclic TiC2 are shown in Tables 2a and 2c. The 
ground state electronic configuration for cyclic structure given by LANL2DZ was 
(7ai)2(4b2)2(8ai)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)i(5b2)i which resulted in symmetry. 
LANL2DZ-d also gave the same ground state electronic configuration. The electronic 
state agreed with those from previous B3LYP ^^  and CASSCF ^^  calculation with 
Wachter's basis set for titanium atom and DZP for carbon atom. The calculated bond 
lengths were in good agreement with the CASSCF ^^  results too. The results differed 
within 5% of the literature results. LANL2DZ-d suggested generally greater binding 
within titanium dicarbide molecule and gave shorter metal-carbon bond and 
carbon-carbon bond than LANL2DZ. This labeled the introduction of more 
polarization functions, which lead to stronger bonds. The dipole moments obtained 
from B3LYP/LANL2DZ and B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d were 7.56 D and 7.39 D 
respectively, which were greater than the previous B3LYP �9 result. This was probably 
due to the greater number of polarization functions in the literature basis sets for 
titanium atom. This increased the effect of back donation of electrons from the carbon 
atoms to the metal atom. 
For linear TiCi, the structural parameters are listed in Table 2b. Only LANL2DZ 
gave an equilibrium ground state of ^n corresponding to electronic configuration of 
(8(j)2(9o)2 (37i:)4(10(j)2(llo)i(47t)i whilc LANL2DZ-d did not give any. The current 
result predicts a ground state with the same spin multiplicity as CASSCF calculation 
but different orbital angular momentum. It is not clear, without experimental evidence, 
whether the spin-orbit coupling is overestimated in our calculations or underestimated 
in the CASSCF calculation. 
The results for cyclic T1C2 from the two basis sets were both similar to the 
CASSCF 49 results but in different ways. LANL2DZ gave closer metal-carbon bond 
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and dipole moment while LANL2DZ-d gave closer carbon-carbon bond and 
carbon-metal-carbon angle. On the other hand, for linear TiC2, only LANL2DZ could 
optimize an equilibrium ground state. LANL2DZ is still more suitable for TiCi than 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The computational results of VC2 using LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d are listed 
in Tables 3a to 3c. It is seen that for cyclic VC2, both LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d 
predict a ground electronic configuration of 
(7ai)2(4b2)2(8ai)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)i(5b2)i(10ai)i，corresponding to an electronic state 
of 4Bi. This prediction is consistent with those from B3LYP/RECP and 
CASMCSCF/RECP. The bond lengths and bond angle by the current calculation 
were also in good agreement with the literature results, within a deviation of around 
5%. CASMCSCF 50 in general predicts greater metal-carbon bonds than B3LYP, 
which might be due to the mixing of vacant molecular orbitals with greater 
anti-bonding character in CASMCSCF calculations. This also leads to the greater 
dipole moments predicted by CASMCSCF. 
For linear VC2, our calculations attained a ground state of "^ A, corresponding to 
(8o)2(9CT)2(37C)4(10cJ)2(llcj)i(47t)2 with the three electrons in 11a and 4K orbitals being 
spin parallel. This is different from the state predicted in Ref. 50. According to the 
B3LYP results in Ref. 50，the energy difference between and was just 0.16 eV， 
approximately equal to 3.7 kcal mol''. This suggested that and may not be 
differentiable in terms of energy by B3LYP. 
In summary, the two basis sets used in our calculation gives excellent agreement 
with CASMCSCF 5 � i n the calculations of cyclic VC2. On the other hand, the present 
calculation predicts a ground state for linear VC2 that is slightly higher than the 
ground state predicted in CASMCSCF calculations Because of the closeness in 
energy between these two states, experimental results will be needed to determine the 
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The computational results of CrCz using LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d are listed 
in Tables 4a to 4d. These results are consistent with those of higher level CCSD(T) 
calculations. ^^  The ground electronic state was predicted to for cyclic CrC2 with a 
corresponding configuration of (7ai)^(4b2)\8a,)\3b,)\9ai)^(la2)'(5b2)Vl0ai)^(4bi)^ 
The bond lengths and bond angles obtained in our calculations were within 1% of the 
values from CCSD(T) calculation. 
There were no documented data for linear CrC2. Calculations using both 
LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d gave similar structural parameters. A ground electronic 
state was predicted to be with configuration of (8a)\9a)\l0a)^(37i)\l5)^(47E)\l la) 
in our calculations. The high spin arises from the electrons in the IOCT, 15, An, and 11a. 
While the same ground state was predicted in both LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d, the 
corresponding energy prediction was quite different. Using LANL2DZ, the ground 
state of linear CrCi is 5.3 kcal mol'^ above that of cyclic CrC2； whereas by 
LANL2DZ-d, the ground state of linear structure is 13.7 kcal mor' above that of 
cyclic structure. A greater difference in ground state energies between the linear and 
cyclic structures was obtained using LANL2DZ-d basis set. The implication is that for 
cyclic configuration the metal atom interacts with both carbon atoms in short distance 
to cause significant polarization of orbitals. The introduction of more polarized 
LANL2DZ-d basis set therefore lowered considerably the ground state energy of 
cyclic structure. For linear CrCi, on the other hand, only one carbon atom is in the 
vicinity of the metal atom. Therefore, the introduction of more polarized orbitals gave 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are no available literature values for MnC2. Tables 5a to 5c list the 
structural parameters for linear and cyclic configurations using LANL2DZ and 
LANL2DZ-d. For cyclic MnCi, both basis sets predicted a ground electronic 
configuration of (7ai)2(4b2)2(8a 丨)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)i(5b2)i(10ai)丨(4bi)丨(llai)'， 
corresponding to the ground state. These results are consistent with the common 
2 • • 
notion that C2 ' is a low-field ligand for first-row transition metals. Both basis sets 
predicted similar bond lengths and bond angle. As expected from the previous 
calculations, shorter metal-carbon bond and carbon-carbon bond were obtained using 
B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d as a result of higher degree of polarization induced by using 
more polarized d orbitals in the basis set. 
For linear MnC2, both basis sets predicted a high spin ground electronic state 
corresponding to (8a)^(9a)\ 1 Oo)\37c/( 15)^(47c)\ 11a)' with electrons in 15，4n 11a 
are spin parallel. Similar to the case of CrCi, the metal-carbon bond and 
carbon-carbon bond given by LANL2DZ are slightly longer than those given by 
LANL2DZ-d. Using LANL2DZ basis set, the ground states energy of cyclic 
configuration is found to be 1.32 kcal mol'^ lower than that of the linear isomer while 
using LANL2DZ-d the difference becomes 9.28 kcal mol"'. Once again the 
LANL2DZ-d predicts greater energy difference between the two configurations. It is 
interesting that for both CrC2 and MnC2, this difference calculated using 
LANL2DZ-d is about 8 kcal mol'^ higher than the value using LANL2DZ. This 
suggests that the basis set effects in calculating the ground energy are similar for both 
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The computational results of cyclic FeC: found in literature have been 
inconsistent. CASSCF/ANO-S ^^  predicted the ground state while B3LYP “ 
predicted the state respectively. The quintet multiplicity predicted by both 
calculations was expected from the common notion that C2 " is a low field ligand. In 
our calculation, inconsistent results were also obtained. ground electronic state, 
corresponding to (7a,)\4b2)^(8ai)^(3bi)^(9ai)^(la2)^(5b2)kl0a,)\4bi)'(llai)^ was 
predicted using LANL2DZ. On the other hand, LANL2DZ-d predicted a ground 
with a configuration of (7ai)2(4b2)2(8ai)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)i(5b2)2(10ai)i(4bi六llaiV. 
For high spin molecules, the spin-orbit coupling is expected to play a crucial role in 
determining the energy. Different computational methods may estimate the effect 
differently to give different results. 
For linear FeC】，both basis sets produce a ^A ground electronic state arising from 
the (8a)2(9a)2(10o)2(37r)4(13)3(47c)2(ll(j)i configuration, as predicted from 
CASSCF/ANO-S However, there is no information on structural parameters 
provided in Ref. 53 for comparison. In our calculations, the LANL2DZ-d basis set 
predicts slightly shorter metal-carbon bond and carbon-carbon bond than with 
LANL2DZ, as expected in other systems. 
In contrast to the case of C0C2 and MnC2, the energy difference between ground 
states of cyclic and linear isomers predicted by LANL2DZ, which is 3.95 kcal mol'^ 
is greater than that by LANL2DZ-d, which is 1.83 kcal moV .^ The rationalization of 
this result is yet to understand. The computational results of FeC2 using LANL2DZ 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The computational results of C0C2 using LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d are 
summarized in Tables 7a to 7c. According to our calculations, the ground electronic 
configuration of cyclic C0C2 was 
(7ai)2(4b2)2(8ai)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)2(5b2)2(10ai)i(4bi)i(llai)i，corresponding to the ^B, 
CO 
ground state. This prediction is in good agreement with the result of B3LYP . 
Similar to the case of other metal dicarbides, B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d gives shorter 
metal-carbon bond and carbon-carbon bond than B3LYP/LANL2DZ. It is also found 
that a doublet state, ^Bi, is very close to the ground electronic state, with a difference 
of 1.39 kcal mol-i by LANL2DZ and that of 3.03 kcal mol'^ by LANL2DZ-d, 
respectively. 
For linear C0C2, both basis sets predicted a as the ground electronic state, 
with an electronic configuration, (8a)^(9a)\l0a)\37c)\l5/(47i)\l la)V This result is 
quite different from the � n state predicted by B3LYP.^ The difference may again arise 
from the different spin-orbit coupling estimated in different methods. 
The energy differences between cyclic ground state, "^ Bi, and linear ground state, 
4n, are 20.39 kcal mol'^ by LANL2DZ and 26.94 kcal mol"' by LANL2DZ-d. Once 
again, LANL2DZ-d predicts a greater energy difference between cyclic and linear 
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The computational results of NiC2 using LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d are listed 
in Tables 8a to 8c. As shown in the table, both basis sets provided very similar results 
for cyclic N i C � . A ground state is predicted in both cases. This state arises from 
the electronic configuration of 
(7ai)2(4b2)2(8ai)2(3bi)2(9ai)2(la2)2(5b2)2(10ai)2(4bi)i(llai)i. There is no available 
documented data for this molecule except that a triplet multiplicity for the ground 
state was predicted by PBEPBE. ^^  The predicted bond lengths and bond angles are 
also very similar. 
On the other hand, the results for linear NiC2 from both basis sets were quite 
different. B3LYP/LANL2DZ gives as the ground electronic state with 
(8a)2(9(j)2(10a)2(37i)4(lS)4(47i:)3(l lcj)i configuration while B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d 
predicts the ground state to be with (8a)^(9a)^( 1 Oa)\37c)\ 15)\47i)\ It appears that 
this difference is due to different electronic correlation effects computed in both cases 
to cause final electron to be filled in wither 11a or 4ti orbital. Using LANL2DZ-d, the 
3n was predicted to be a transition state with an imaginary frequency. The only 
structural information found in literature for this molecule is a triplet multiplicity 
predicted by PBEPBE. ^^  This result is consistent with that from LANL2DZ, since the 
energy difference between and 1^1 is much smaller than that between and ！工十. 
Although the state predicted in LANL2DZ-d does not agree with the expected 
high-spin trend of metal dicarbides, it will be difficult to judge which basis set 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Computations of CuCi have not been reported. Tables 9a to 9c list the structural 
parameters obtained in this work. For cyclic CuC2, a ground electronic state of Ai, 
which corresponds to (7ai)\4b2)\8ai)^(3bi)^(9ai)\la2)\5b2)^(10ai)^(4bi)\llai)\ is 
obtained. There are no available literature values for CuC� . Tables 10a to 10c list the 
structural parameters for linear and cyclic configurations using LANL2DZ and 
LANL2DZ-d. Like the cases of other cyclic metal dicarbide, shorter metal-carbon and 
carbon-carbon bonds were predicted in LANL2DZ-d. 
For linear CuC2, LANL2DZ did not converge to give. an equilibrium 
configuration while LANL2DZ-d yielded a ground state of arising from 
(8o)2(9(j)2(10(j)2(37c)4(lS)4(ll(y)i(47u)2(57c)2 Configuration. This high-spin state is 
unexpected from the trend of metal dicarbides computed in this work. Experimental 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Like CuCi, Z11C2 has yet to be studied theoretically. In our study, both 
LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d predicted an ground state arising from the electronic 
configuration, (7ai)^(4b2)^(8ai)^(3bi)^(9ai)\la2)\5b2)^(10ai)\4bi)^(llai)l 
LANL2DZ-d predicted shorter metal-carbon bond and carbon-carbon bond than 
LANL2DZ as expected from results of other dicarbides studied. 
For linear configuration, both basis sets predicted an electronic configuration of 
(8a)2(9cy)2(10(y)2(37i;)4(l的4(4冗)4(ii句2 ^^ gj^^ rise to a I1+ ground state. LANL2DZ-d 
predicted similar metal-carbon bond but slightly shorter carbon-carbon bond. 
It is interesting that is predicted to be the global minimum by LANL2DZ. It 
is, however, only 2.14 kcal mol''. lower than 'Ai state, suggesting that LANL2DZ 
may not differentiate the two states in terms of energy. On the other hand, by 
LANL2DZ-d, 'Ai is more stable than by 6.83 kcal mol]. Experimental studies 
will again be necessary to clarify this point. The structural parameters for ZnCz are 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Different computational results of cyclic RuC2 using LANL2DZ and 
LANL2DZ-d have been obtained. The former predicted the ground electronic state to 
be 5八2 with (Ilai)2(6b2)2(12ai)2(5bi)2(13ai)2(2a2)2(7b2)i(14ai)i(6bi)i(15ai)i 
configuration, similar to the case of FeC:. On the other hand, LANL2DZ-d predicted 
a configuration of (1 Iai)^(6b2)\5bi)^(12ai)^(13ai)\7b2)\2a2)^ (14a,corresponding 
to 1八1 state. The discrepancy may be due to the energies for (12ai), (13ai), (7b2) and 
(2a2) orbitals calculated in LANL2DZ-d are low enough to compensate the repulsion 
due to double occupancy. For the ^Ai state, the metal-carbon bond is sufficiently 
longer than carbon-carbon bond; and the carbon-carbon bond length only slightly 
increases from that of a bare dicarbide ion, suggesting that the binding between metal 
and carbide is weak. For state 'Ai, on the other hand, the metal-carbon bond is shorter 
than 1.9 A, typical bond length for the metal dicarbides studied in this work. The 
carbon-carbon bond also becomes significantly longer. These results suggest that 
significant binding between metal and carbide exists. 
For linear RuCi, both basis sets predicted that ^A ground state, which arises from 
(11o)2(12o)2(57c)4(13(J)2(2S)3(67c)2(14cj)i. LANL2DZ-d predicts shorter metal-carbon 
bond and carbon-carbon bonds than LANL2DZ. 
LANL2DZ predicts that the linear configuration of RuC: is more stable than the 
corresponding cyclic configuration by energy of 9.58 kcal mol"'. However, 
LANL2DZ-d predicts an opposite result, suggesting that cyclic configuration to be 
lower by 1.29 kcal mol'' than the linear configuration. These results indicate that the 
energy of the cyclic configuration is significantly lower using LANL2DZ-d. This is 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Calculations of ReC2 have yet to be reported. We performed the calculations 
using LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d to examine their effects on the size contraction of 
bulky metal atom. In the case of cyclic ReCi, both basis sets predicted that the ground 
state is with configuration (17ai)\l0b2)^(18ai)^(9bi)^(19ai)\4a2)\llb2)\20ai)'. 
It is interesting to note that both basis sets give similar metal-carbon bond length but 
very different carbon-carbon bond length. Using LANL2DZ a carbon-carbon bond 
length of 2.16 A was obtained, whereas in LANL2DZ-d the corresponding bond 
length was only 1.66 A. The former appears to be longer than typical carbon-carbon 
single bond while the latter is close to typical carbon-carbon single bond. These 
results suggest that using LANL2DZ the C-C bond was partially broken due to the 
insufficient contraction of Re atom in forming the metal-carbon bonds. On the other 
hand, the introduction of polarized basis functions in LANL2DZ-d sufficiently 
contracts the size of Re atoms to form both metal-carbon and carbon-carbon bonds. 
For linear ReC2，both basis sets attain a ground state of corresponding to 
(15cr)2(16cT)2(87c)4(17a)2(4S)2(97c)2(18cj)i，where the electrons in the (46), (971) and 
(18a) orbitals being parallel spins. LANL2DZ-d gives slightly shorter metal-carbon 
bond and carbon-carbon bond than LANL2DZ. 
Both basis sets predict that cyclic configuration is more favorable than the linear 
one. By LANL2DZ, the energy difference between the ground states of the cyclic and 
linear isomers is found to be 2.63 kcal moV .^ LANL2DZ-d enlarges the difference to 
10.37 kcal mol-i. This basis sets effect is consistent with the results found in the 
first-row transition metal dicarbide. The structural parameters for both configurations 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To further investigate the size contraction effect for both basis sets, we also 
performed calculations for OsC2. These results are listed in Tables 13a to 13c. As seen 
in the table, both basis sets predict ground state with corresponding electronic 
structure as (17ai)\l0b2f(9bi)^(18ai)^(19ai)\llb2)\4a2)\20ai)^ for the cyclic 
configuration. This prediction agrees with the results by CCSD calculations. 
Similar to the case of ReCz, LANL2DZ predicts a much longer C-C bond. On the 
other hand, results from LANL2DZ-d are much more consistent with those from 
CCSD ^ calculations. We therefore believe that the introduction of d orbitals provides 
more accurate results. 
For linear OsC!， ground state resulting from 
(15(T)2(16a)2(87c)4(17(y)2(18cy)2(4S)2(97i)2 configuration was expected by both basis 
sets. The unpaired electrons are filled in the (46) and (9n) orbitals. Shorter 
metal-carbon bond and carbon-carbon bond are predicted using LANL2DZ-ci. 
Similar to ReC2, the cyclic configuration is suggested to be more favourable than 
the linear configuration. The energy difference between two configurations given by 
LANL2DZ is 3.50 kcal mol'^ much smaller than the value of 12.76 kcal mol'' 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Discussion and Concluding 
Remarks 
The computation results for each dicarbide studied in this work appear to vary 
significantly from each other. The reliability of the calculation results is discussed 
first. Besides the variation, there are some general trends among the computation 
results. The trends of structural properties of 3d transition metal dicarbides will be 
discussed to establish a general picture of the bonding of this series of compounds. 
4.1 Discussion on the accuracy of results 
4.1.1 Energy comparison 
The calculated energies of some MC2 species are compared with those found in 
literature in Table 14. Since the current basis sets used effective core potentials, the 
energy values of the current results do not fall into the same range with those in 
literature using basis sets with different effective core potentials or without any 
effective core potentials. The energy differences between the energies of the 
corresponding states in different calculations are therefore compared. If these 
differences only varied within the general error of DFT, 6-7 kcal/mol, the energy 
variations can be regarded as a constant systematic shift. The results are considered 
consistent in the calculations. Table 14 shows the comparison for ScC!. For the Ai, 
2!+ and ^n states, a difference of about 5.6 kcal/mol is obtained between the 
B3LYP/LANL2DZ and higher-levelled CASSCF/RECP calculations. For the '^ Bi state, 
- 8 5 -
the corresponding energy difference is significantly greater, suggesting the energy of 
this state may not be reliable in our calculation. Apart from the "^ Bi state, 
B3LYP/LAN2DZ matches well with the CASSCF/RECP calculations. 
B3LYP/LAN2DZ-d calculations which gave entirely different results from CASSCF, 
were not considered appropriate for ScC2 system. 
Table 14 Comparison of energies between the current 
calculation and literature values for ScCi 
State Reference Method Basic set Energy 
/ kcal mol'i 
Energy difference 



































For TiCz, as shown in Table 15, B3LYP/LANL2DZ and B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d give 
considerably close energy differences with CASSCF/Wachter's basis set for 'Ai and 
^Bi. The difference increases for ^Bi, a state with higher spin. For the linear 
configuration, only B3LYP/LANL2DZ gives stable equilibrium structures. The 
energy difference for the ^n state is slightly outside the acceptance criteria, suggesting 
our calculations may just fail to produce reliable data. Once again, our calculations 
86 
are not quite suited for high spin systems but give satisfactory results for the global 
minimum with low spin. 
Table 15 Comparison of energy values between the current results 
and the literature for TiCi 
State Reference Method Basic set Energy 
/ kcal mol" 
Energy difference 















































※之 (14sl Ip6d3f/8s6p4dlf) from Wachter's basis set with modification for 
cobalt and DZP for carbon 
For FeC2, as shown in Table 16, the energy differences between B3LYP/LANL2DZ 
and CASSCF/Wachter's are close for and ^Ai, suggesting a good agreement 
between the two methods. This also occurs to B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d in the 
calculations of two states and ^62. Since the energy difference between the states 
is about the order of uncertainty in our calculations, neither method produces 
satisfactory results for all states and therefore neither is considered very reliable. The 
87 
state ^A, lowers the energy difference by about 15 kcal mol"' for both basis sets, 
indicating again that results of high spin species may not be very reliable using 
present calculations. 
Table 16 Comparison of energy values between the current results 
and the literature for FeCi 
State Reference Method Basic set Energy 
/ kcal mol-i 
Energy difference 















55 CASPT2 ANO-S -840165.06 
Result B3LYP LANL2DZ -125146.81 715018.25 
B3LYP LANL2DZ-d Not converged 
^Bi 55 CASPT2 ANO-S -840159.41 
Result B3LYP LANL2DZ Not converged 















Since only a handful of high-level calculations have been done, the comparison was 
far from complete. Based on Tables 14-16，it can be seen that the ground state 
calculation of cyclic structure using B3LYP/LANL2DZ is suited for low spin species 
with fewer 3d electrons (e.g. ScC2). For ground state with higher spin, 
B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d appears to be a better choice. For linear structure, both 
calculations may not have sufficient reliability as they tend to give erratic energies for 
88 
high spin species. On a whole, B3 LYP/LANL2DZ gives constant energy differences 
with CASSCF for ScCi and TiC� . Significant deviations are found in states of high 
spin or in linear configuration. On the other hand, B3 LYP/LANL2DZ-d gives close 
energy differences with CASSCF for T1C2 and those with CASPT2 for FeC2. 
Deviations are also found in states of high spin or in linear configuration. This shows 
that B3LYP methods tend to give erratic energy values for high spin species. For the 
linear configuration, it seems that there is a systematic shift of energy values different 
from that for cyclic configuration. More calculations are required to prove the 
conjecture. 
4.1.2 Energy difference between isomeric structures 
The energy differences between the ground states of the isomeric structures are 
summarized in Table 17. For most cyclic structures, both basis sets produce the same 
equilibrium states except ScC2 and FeC� . For linear structures, only VC2, CrC2, MnC】， 
C0C2, ZnC2, ReCi and OsCi have the same equilibrium states predicted by both basis 
sets. LANL2DZ is able to give stable equilibrium states for most structures while 
LANL2DZ-d cannot give converged results for the linear structures of ScCi and TiC2. 
LANL2DZ-d also gives rise to the equilibrium states with unreasonably high energy 
for linear NiC2 and CuC2, compared to their cyclic counterparts. 
All of these reflect that the two basis sets are only good enough to give consistent 
results for the cyclic structures. For the linear structures, both basis sets are not suited 
























































































































































































































































































































4.1.3 Spin multiplicities 
The current calculation employs unrestricted approximation which allows 
orbitals to vary in both the spatial part and the spin part of individual electronic wave 
functions. The increase of the freedom generally results in easier convergence of 
energy. However, the wave functions obtained in this way are not necessarily the 
eigenfimctions to the total electron spin. When the wave functions have expected 
values of the total electron spin, deviated from the theoretical ones, the wave 
functions are said to be spin-contaminated. The acceptable values are usually within 
10% error of the theoretical values. The acceptable values of for different 
multiplicities are listed in Table 18. Singlet states are treated as closed systems and 
therefore they are not subject to spin contamination. 
The spin contamination of the states is checked as shown in the Table 19 for 
LANL2DZ and Table 20 for LANL2DZ-d to ensure the accuracy of the unrestricted 
approximation. The states that have spin contamination are bolded and underlined. 
Table 18 Acceptable < 8 ^ values 







0.675 < <S2> < 0.825 
1.800 < < S ^ < 2.200 
3.375 < < S ^ < 4.125 
5.400 < < S V < 6.600 
7.875 < <S^> < 9.625 
10.800 < < S ^ < 13.200 
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Table 19 <S^> in B3LYP/LANL2DZ 
Cyclic Linear 
Compound State < s � State < s � 
ScC2 2AI 0.753502 V 0.754381 
4BI 3.761028 4n 3.784827 
TiC2 3B丨 2.012992 3n 2.032778 
5BI 6.015071 5A 6.043483 
VC2 % 1.757836 2n 1.775122 
% 3.797208 4A 3.794934 
% 8.768673 8.796267 
CrC2 2.253291 V 2.976783 
5A丨 6.530523 6.923400 
% 12.021891 Y 12.063736 
MnC2 0.860595 2.763381 
4.466799 4.683552 
6Ai 8.784860 6 r 8.863473 
FeC2 2.785453 ！A 3.159963 
5A2 6.034656 5A 6.068427 
C0C2 1.706161 2n 1.645896 
% 3.776207 4s- 3.791900 
% 8.772467 6A 8.771563 
NiC2 3BI 2.016552 3n 2.022766 
5BI 6.010768 5s- 6.013400 
(Continued on the next page) 
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Table 20 <S'> in B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d 
Compound 
Cyclic 
State < S � 
Linear 














































Table 20 <S'> in B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d 
Cyclic Linear 
Compound State < S � State 
ScC2 2A2 0.756262 V 0.754478 
% 3.762398 4n 3.779449 
TiC2 3BI 2.012482 3n 2.041607 
5BI 6.014958 5A 6.036991 
VC2 2A2 0.783131 ^ 1.767472 
4BI 3.791276 4A . 3.792298 
6AI 8.769390 65：- 8.790008 
CrC2 % 2.158883 3.015148 
% 6.372638 6.918659 
7八丨 12.023563 Y 12.056944 
MnC2 2Ai 0.803979 2n 1.779116 
% 5.138772 ！A 4.678827 
% 8.786952 8.856047 
FeCz 2.621821 3n 3.035627 
5B2 6.029986 5A 6.068673 
C0C2 ！51 1.677559 2n 1.790447 
4BI 3.773181 3.794496 
% 8.774377 6A 8.773086 
NiC2 3BI 2.016142 3n 2.008147 
5Bi 6.010258 5s- 6.014375 
(Continued on the next page) 
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By B3LYP/LANL2DZ, the low-spin states from VC2 to C0C2 are subjected to spin 
contamination. The increase in the expected values of the total spin suggests the 
mixing of states of higher spin. This matches with the expectation that 
transition-metal dicarbides are high-spin species. The ground states have well 
within the allowed ranges and so are free from severe spin contamination. It is 
intriguing that linear states are subject to greater spin contamination. The energy 
levels in linear configuration are suspected to be closer to each other which contribute 
to the effect. 
By B3LYP/LANL2DZ-d, fewer states suffer from spin contamination. The low-spin 
states from V C 2 to C0C2, mainly in linear configuration, are spin-contaminated. The 
ground states again have reasonable average values of the total electron spin and are 
supposed to be free from the error due to spin contamination. 
On a whole, the spin contamination is severe for the excited states of the species from 
VC2 to C0C2, which are of high spin. This means that B3LYP does not offer good 
solutions to the excited states. More advanced methods like CISD, which treat wave 
functions as a combination of several Slater determinants, are more appropriate to 
provide meaningful solutions to the problems. However, the spin contamination for 
the ground states by B3LYP is negligible. The computed ground states are therefore 
on some extent reliable in terms of spin multiplicity. 
4.2 General discussion on structural parameters 
4.2.1 Equilibrium geometry and ground state 
Both asymmetric linear and cyclic dicarbides are found to have a potential 
minimum in most cases with the cyclic compounds being the global minimum. In a 
few cases, namely CrC2, FeC2 and ZnCi, the energy difference between the two 
geometries are so small (on the order of 5-7 kcalmol"') that they are considered 
- 9 6 -
indistinguishable in energy. These results are consistent with our general belief that 3d 
transition metal dicarbides are k complexes. In considering the multiplicity of ground 
electronic state of the two geometries, it was found that high-spin configuration was 
adopted in both cases across the 3d transition metals. Cyclic metal dicarbide showed a 
regular trend of increasing spin multiplicity from ScCi to MnCi and decreasing from 
MnC2 to ZnC2. In other words, C2 ' as a ti donor is a weak-field ligand, so the energy 
increased by the ligand field is compensated by the spin-orbit coupling. It has been 
known that C2 • is often considered a weak-field ligand by inorganic chemists. This 
proposition is verified in our calculations. In the case of asymmetric linear dicarbides, 
the basic trend was similar to the cyclic ones with exceptions of CrC2 and NiC2. 
Whether these exceptions are genuine or not remains to be verified in experiments. 
It is interesting to note that both cyclic RuC2 and OsCi adopted low-spin 
configurations suggesting that the size of metal ions may play a role in the bond 
strength and ligand field splitting. As the size of metal ions increases, it will prevent 
2 2 the C2 ‘ to get too close. However, this is only true for C2 ' as a 71 donor. For linear 
asymmetric geometry, both RuC2 and OSC2 adopted high-spin configuration. Since 
the coordination bond forms between metal and one carbon end in these compounds, 
the bond length and ligand field effect are less affected by the size of metal ions. 
4.2.2 Bond length and bond angle 
The metal-carbon bond lengths of the metal dicarbides across the first row of 
transition metal are plotted in Figure 1 on page 88. It is seen that metal-carbon bond 
lengths of cyclic dicarbides decrease from Sc to V. After an abrupt increase in Cr, it 
decreases again until Cu. While it is possible to provide a hand-waving explanation 
for this trend in terms of repulsion of electrons, contraction of orbitals and symmetry 
of half-filled and full-filled orbitals, we would leave the interpretation open since 
- 9 7 -
there is no sufficient experimental evidence for these predictions. For linear 
dicarbides, similar trend was also predicted. The abrupt increase in bond length in 
CrC2 is also obtained from the calculation. Whether the result is genuine, it has not 
been verified in experiments. 
The C-M-C angles for cyclic dicarbides range from about 36° to 41°. Since the 
C-C bond is nearly constant for the dicarbides, the C-M-C bond angle and M-C bond 
length are expected to change according to the size of the metal ions in order to have 
significant bonding with the n electrons. In other words, the C-M-C bond angle and 
M-C bond length reflect the size of the metal ions. The increase in bond angle is 
expected to occur with the decrease in M-C bond length. The plot of bond length 
against bond angle in Figure 2 on page 89 shows a very good correlation. Because of 
the contraction of d orbital with increasing nuclear charge, it is commonly believed a 
general trend of increasing bond angle with increasing atomic number from Sc to Zn 
with the exception of half-filled (Mn) and fiill-dilled (Zn) d shell. It is interesting that 
our calculations suggest that d^ and d^ configurations correspond to the smallest bond 
angle, i.e. greatest metal size. These results imply that the metal size cannot be 
predicted purely based on the number of electrons but other electron correlations, like 
repulsion and exchange, also play a role that makes the situation more complicated. 
On the other hand, the predicted carbon-carbon bond lengths of most dicarbides 
in this work exhibit very similar values around 1.3 A, which is slightly longer than the 
typical C-C double bond but shorter than C-C double bond. These results indicate that 
the formation of the metal complexes weakens the C-C binding as the metal draws the 
兀 electrons from the two carbons. In contrast, the C-C bond length was less affected 
when a linear dicarbide is formed. It is because the formation of carbon-metal bond 
involves only the a lone pair from a carbon atom. This prediction is consistent with 
the qualitative MO theory. 





































































































































































































































































































4.2.3 Formation enthalpy 
In comparing the formation enthalpy of cyclic dicarbides, a general trend of 
decreasing values with increasing atomic number is predicted in our calculations. A 
plot of formation enthalpies for cyclic and linear metal dicarbides is shown in Figure 
3 on page 91. This is consistent with the trend of M-C bond length. The great decrease 
in formation enthalpy for CiCi is expected from the bond length and bond angle 
considerations but not explained by qualitative MO theory. It appears that formation 
enthalpy, C-M-C bond angle and M-C bond length are all related to the abrupt 
increase of metal size in Cr ion, which is not explained by qualitative bonding model. 
For linear geometry, the trend is similar to that of cyclic compounds. This is 
again a result of metal size that determines the optimum bond length and formation 
enthalpy. The formation enthalpies of cyclic dicarbides were usually greater than the 
corresponding asymmetric linear forms indicating the n donation is more efficient in 


































































































































































































4.2.4 Mulliken charges and dipole moments 
The charge distribution of metal dicarbides was determined by Mulliken 
population analysis included in the package. The Mulliken charges of the atoms of the 
corresponding metal dicarbides in cyclic shape and linear shape were shown in Table 
21 on page 104 and Table 22 on page 105 respectively. For cyclic dicarbides, it is seen 
that the metal is slightly positive at around 0.5 e suggesting a polar covalent bond is 
formed. The Mulliken charge of metal atom generally decreased across the first-row 
transition metals with exceptions of half-filled (Mn) and ftill-filled (Zn) d shell. This 
is expected from simple bonding theory. When the d shell is half-filled or full-filled, 
the penetration of back donation from the C2 group is less efficient, which results in a 
greater Mulliken charge. 
For linear diacrbides, the Mulliken charge of the metal atom is around 0.6 e, 
which is slightly greater compared to the case of cyclic configuration. The Mulliken 
charges on the two carbon atoms are different with the one directly bonded to the 
metal (CI) being more negative at around -0.4 e. The difference in magnitude 
between the charge of CI and that of C2 generally decrease across the first row of 
transition metals. It is interesting to note that the Mulliken charges of the metals are 
greater for linear configuration compared to cyclic configuration suggestion again less 
efficient back donation in the former. 
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Table 21 Mulliken charges for the metal dicarbides in cyclic shape 
Metal Mulliken charges in cyclic shape/ e 
dicarbide LANL2DZ LANL2DZ-d 
M CI C2 M CI C2 
ScC2 0.50 -0.25 -0.25 0.56 -0.28 -0.28 
TiC2 0.47 -0.24 -0.24 0.51 -0.26 -0.26 
VC2 0.44 -0.22 -0.22 0.48 -0.24 -0.24 
CrC2 0.45 -0.22 -0.22 0.49 -0.24 -0.24 
MnC2 0.48 -0.24 -0.24 0.54 -0.27 -0.27 
FeC2 0.36 -0.18 -0.18 0.42 -0.21 -0.21 
C0C2 0.32 -0.16 -0.16 0.37 -0.18 -0.18 
NiC2 0.32 -0.16 -0.16 0.36 -0.18 -0.18 
CuC2 0.32 -0.16 -0.16 0.35 -0.18 -0.18 
ZnC2 0.58 -0.29 -0.29 0.63 -0.32 -0.32 
RuC2 0.34 -0.17 -0.17 0.26 -0.13 -0.13 
ReC2 0.37 -0.18 -0.18 0.50 -0.25 -0.25 
OSC2 0.31 -0.15 -0.15 0.45 -0.22 -0.22 
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Table 22 Mulliken charges for the metal dicarbides in linear shape 
Metal 
dicarbide 
Mulliken charges in linear shape/ e 
M 
LANL2DZ 







































































� There were no stable equilibrium state found for linear CuCi by LANL2DZ 
and for linear ScCz, TiCi and CuC2 by LALN2DZ-d 
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The dipole moments of metal dicarbides were summarized in Table 23 on page 
107. On a whole, the dipole moment of the cyclic metal dicarbides was usually lower 
than that of a linear metal dicarbides except for CrC】，which had a lower dipole 
moment in linear shape than cyclic shape. The dipole moment of Z11C2 in cyclic shape 
was close to the corresponding dipole moment in linear shape. The value of dipole 
moment is essentially determined by the Mulliken charges and bond lengths. For 
cyclic structure, the dipole moments generally decrease across the first-row 
transition-metal except the abrupt change for MnC2 and ZnC�. This is consistent with 
the trend of Mulliken charges on metals. For linear structure, the trend of dipole 
moments is less regular but still consistent with the Mulliken charges on metals. 
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Table 23 Dipole moment of the metal dicarbides 
Metal Dipole moment/ Debye 
dicarbide Cyclic-shape Linear-shape 
LALN2DZ LALN2DZ-d LALN2DZ LALN2DZ-d 
ScC2 7.14 8.85 8.67 -
TiC2 7.56 7.39 10.54 -
VC2 6.87 6.60 10.70 10.66 
CrC2 6.21 6.14 5.45 5.46 
MnC2 7.30 7.04 8.90 8.87 
FeC2 6.18 6.25 8.57 8.46 
C0C2 5.30 5.33 8.12 7.96 
NiC2 4.88 4.80 7.16 7.52 
CuC2 4.60 4.50 - -
ZnCz 7.14 6.98 7.69 7.67 
RUC2 5.07 3.63 6.89 6.68 
ReC2 4.19 4.48 7.26 7.23 
OSC2 2.86 3.15 5.70 5.52 
� There were no stable equilibrium state found for linear CuCi by LALN2DZ 
and for linear ScCi, TiC2 and CuC2 by LALN2DZ-d 
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4.3 Chemical insight of the computation results 
On the first glance, a dicarbide molecule, C2, has a strong tendency to accept two 
electrons due to the presence of an empty sp hybridized orbital. In a metal dicarbide 
molecule, the metal atom donates two 4s electrons to the dicarbide molecule. The 
result is the formation of the metal(II) ion and the dicarbide dianion. Nevertheless, 
there are interactions between the two moieties contributed by the mixing of the 3d 
orbitals of the metal(II) ion and the a and n bonding orbitals of the dicarbide dianions. 
The metal(II) ion contains vacant 3d orbitals which accepts the back donation of 
electrons from the dicarbide dianion. This decreases the positive charge of the 
metal(II) ion. As shown in the calculation, the Mulliken charges of metal atoms are 
generally less than +0.5, indicating the effect of back donation. It is expected that the 
Mulliken charge decreases across the period. The o and n bonding orbitals of the 
dicarbide dianions are usually lower in energy compared to the 3d orbitals. The 
energy of 3d orbitals drops when the nuclear charge increases across the period. The 
3d orbitals are then closer to the bonding orbitals of the dicarbide dianions in energy. 
The mixing of the orbitals becomes more efficient and so does the back donation. 
Across the period, it is also anticipated that the metal-carbon bond length generally 
decreases due to the contraction of d-orbitals by the increase of the nuclear charge. 
The phenomenon is predicted by the computation for both the cyclic and linear 
configuration, however, with fluctuation. It can be explained by the bonding structure 
of the metal dicarbides in both configurations. The core molecular orbitals of a metal 
dicarbide molecule are mainly contributed by the molecular orbitals of the dicarbide 
dianion while the valence molecular orbitals are mainly contributed by the 3d orbitals 
of the metal ions. The splitting pattern of the 3d orbitals thus determines the 
behaviour of the metal dicarbides. 
Let the line joining the metal ion to the middle of the dicarbide molecule be the z-axis, 
- 1 0 8 -
the line parallel to the carbon-carbon bond be the y-axis and the line perpendicular to 
the yz plane be the x-axis. The orbital symmetries are summarized in Table 24. 
Table 24 Symmetries of the orbitals in cyclic configuration 
Symmetry Orbitals on Orbitals on 
Metal Dicarbide 
Molecular Orbitals of Metal 





3d, ,, 3d 
4s , 
3d xy 
H z ， 4 a 





7ai, 8ai，9ai, lOai, 
l la i , 12ai, 13ai 
la2, 2a2 
3bi，4bi，5bi 
4b2, 5b2, 6b2, 7b2, Sbz 
According to Table 24, a simple molecular orbital diagram is constructed in Figure 4. 
Among these orbitals, the relatively big overlap between 3<i !，cr，and tt results 
2 2 Py Px 
in the formation of low-lying core orbitals, 8ai and 9ai and an anti-bonding orbital 
l la i . Although matches the symmetry Ai, it barely overlaps with the other 
orbitals due to its spatial orientation. Therefore, it contributes to the non-bonding 
molecular orbital lOai. The overlap between and ；r* results in the formation of 
the bonding orbital la2. interacts with ；r^，which lowers the energy of the core 
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7a. '2s 
Metal Metal Dicarbide Dicarbide 
As a result, the valence orbitals of a metal dicarbide molecule. Since the metal 
dicarbides are high-spin, electrons are filled into the anti-bonding orbital when there 
are four 3d electrons. Therefore, a sudden increase in the metal-carbon bond length 
for cyclic chromium dicarbide is predicted, as shown in the calculations. Nevertheless, 
- 1 1 0 -
orbital 3bi and the formation of an anti-bonding orbital 4bi. and ；r" overlap, 
which produces the bonding orbital 5b2. 
Figure 4 A simplified molecular orbital diagram of metal 
dicarbide in cyclic configuration 
Py 
7 b , 
eb, 











 a 1 
3 8 
length for cyclic chromium dicarbide is predicted, as shown in the calculations. 
Nevertheless, for cyclic manganese dicarbide, there are two electrons occupying two 
anti-bonding orbitals. The metal-carbon bond length is shorter than that of cyclic 
chromium dicarbide. This can be explained by the contraction of 3d orbitals due to the 
increase in nuclear charge and the spin-orbit coupling effect. 
For the linear configuration, a different coordinate system is applied as shown below. G 
z 
The orbital symmetries are listed in Table 25. 
Table 25 Symmetries of the orbitals in linear configuration 




Molecular Orbitals of Metal 
Dicarbide in Linear Shape 
Ai 三 3(2， 
45， 4pz 
8o, 9o, 10a, 
11a, 12a, 13a, 14a 
Ei^n 
3 心 ， 3 ‘ 
、， < 
37t, 471, 5K, 6n, 
E2=A 
16 
3d 2 2 and 3<i„ act as the non-bonding orbitals. 3d ^ can interact with cr, to 
X -y *y z 丄Pi 
form an anti-bonding orbital 11a. and overlap with tc^ and ；r夕，which 
yields bonding orbitals of The simplified orbital diagram is shown in Figure 5. 
I l l 
dicarbide in linear configuration 
一 一 4p 
— 1 4 a 
6TT 
















Linear metal dicarbides adopt high spin configurations. It cannot be explained by 
simple bonding theory that the spin state of chromium dicarbide is septet. However, 
this information proves the sudden increase in the metal-carbon bond length in 
chromium dicarbide because one 3d electron is filled into an anti-bonding orbital. 
Again, similar to the cyclic configuration, linear manganese dicarbide has a shorter 
- 1 1 2 -
Again, similar to the cyclic configuration, linear manganese dicarbide has a shorter 
metal-carbon bond than linear chromium dicarbide, which cannot be explained by 
purely the molecular orbital diagram. The contraction of 3d orbitals and the spin-orbit 
coupling should also be considered to explain the effect. 
4.4 Concluding remarks 
In the work we systematically studied the ground state properties of 3d transition 
metal dicarbides using density functional theory at the B3LYP correlation level with 
LANL2DZ and LANL2DZ-d basis sets. This computational scheme is much less 
demanding and time consuming compared to the CI scheme. The results from this 
work are in good agreement with those from CI calculations. Both LANL2DZ and 
LANL2DZ-d basis sets in general provide results consistent to each other. It was 
found that LANL2DZ basis set were better choice for transition metal dicarbides with 
less d electrons while the LANL2DZ-d basis set is more suited for those with more d 
electrons. Most results from this work have not been verified in experiments. It is 
hoped that these results provide a reference for experimental studies. 
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